When you think of quality, innovation and exceptional customer service in home care, Invacare® is the global leader in the industry. That passion for caring, plus an extensive breadth of innovative products, has made us a leader in the long-term care industry as well.

The reason, we believe, is simple—our dedication to enhance the lives of residents goes well beyond creating a healthier, safer and more comfortable environment for them. To get that far, we must be experts at the basics that matter most—a relaxing place, ease of mobility, a clean, secure and comfortable space. And we begin by first considering those who provide these comforts and services, because when caregivers are supported by quality products, it flows to residents naturally.

For owners and administrators, Invacare focuses on being a supportive partnership with your business. We work with your associates to offer well-balanced solutions for all of your needs from beds and mattresses, lifts and baths, to resourceful interior design services.

We look forward to working with you on all of your long-term care needs.
Invacare Continuing Care Lift Solutions

No matter what the task, Invacare® lifts and slings offer unsurpassed solutions for injury prevention, optimum comfort, mobility and secure transfers for caregivers and residents alike. It’s all behind our dedication to Life Better Lived.

Stand-Up and Full Body Lifts

All residents are different, their needs are different too.

Whether your facility requires 350 to 600 pound weight capacity stand-up or full body lifts, assistance in horizontal positioning, or sling styles that accommodate a range of functions, you will find a breadth of products you can depend on with Invacare Continuing Care Lift Solutions.
Optimum functionality. The Jasmine full body lift has innovative features that provide safer resident handling within a 500 lb. / 226 kg. weight capacity. Caregivers can rely on safer operation and residents on maximum comfort during everyday transfers.

Beyond that, the Jasmine lift expertly functions in more challenging situations with a rotating 360° 6-point hanger bar and 16.4” minimum height range, essential for assisting residents who may have fallen to the floor.

The stable spring-loaded hanger bar produces an audible click when the sling is engaged. This assures the caregiver that the sling is properly attached. And that means less stress for the caregiver, a stable transfer for the resident and less likelihood of injury for both.

Optimized maneuverability is key for a comfortable move. Jasmine lifts feature a battery-powered boom and wide-opening base; so caregivers can easily walk behind and wheelchairs can be accommodated up front. The push handle accommodates any staff member. And with a lighter-weight aluminum and steel construction, control in movement is straightforward and trouble-free.
We leave the lifting to the lift. For residents who need transfer assistance, Roze stand-up model lifts are expressly designed to promote independence for the resident, while at the same time, relieving the lifting burden from the caregiver.

With that independence, residents have the physical and psychological benefits of standing—and caregivers have added flexibility with their time.

The unique height-adjustable kneepad and 450 lb. / 204 kg. weight capacity easily accommodates the majority of residents in your facility. From those who can bear only a minimal amount of their own weight to those who just need help getting to a standing position, the Roze is quite versatile. The small footprint of the lift and the wide-opening base allow for easy transfers of those in wheelchairs.

The Roze stand-up lift is designed to allow transfers by one caregiver. The easy-function hand control enables the caregiver to operate the lift while staying close to the resident.

With the large push handle, lighter steel and aluminum construction, and simple sling attachment, it’s easy for any caregiver to accomplish everyday transfers.
The Invacare Reliant 450 and 600 full body lifts were designed primarily to reduce caregiver back injury and to ensure secure resident handling.

Potentially challenging transfers are made simple with smooth rolling casters and a variable height range that allows easy access to chairs, commodes, beds and floors. Plus, our all-encompassing, compatible lift-and-sling systems provide easy, ergonomic operation.

The Reliant 450 Battery-Powered Lift features an impressive wide lift range for easy transfers and a wide base for maximum stability. A quiet, long-life motor provides long-lasting mobility. The Reliant 450 lifts come complete with two batteries and a wall charging unit, so one battery is always ready for around-the-clock transfers while the other is charging. The Reliant 450 is available with a low-profile base and a battery-powered base option for total control from the hand pendant.

The additional weight capacity of Reliant 600 Lifts is the reliable choice when your resident requirements vary in scale and is also specifically tailored for the bariatric population. They have a large lift range for higher places and can support up to 600 lb. / 272 kg., trouble-free.

Both the Reliant 450 and 600 allow for the addition of the model RLS6 scale to weigh residents with ease.
Some residents don’t require full-body lifting, but do need help with daily transfers. For them, the Reliant 350 offers the extra help they need for more independent movement.

The Reliant 350 Stand-Up Lift has modern adjustment features that adapt to a wide variety of sizes and shapes. That means comfort options at any height. Adjustable leg support in three positions and multi-function ergonomic slings allow for quick toileting, stand-assist, or full support seated transfers.

Fast, simple sling attachment offers protection against accidental disengagement. The knee pad provides extra support and comfort for the resident.
Optimal positioning and easy application. The new Premier Series of Invacare slings offer balanced solutions for any transfer. We say that with confidence because they were developed in collaboration with Occupational and Physical Therapists. Invacare Premier Series slings are available in a variety of styles and can be adjusted to ensure a comfortable and secure fit for the resident.

Clearly labeled slings and easy attachment points makes it easier for the caregiver to quickly attach the sling and lift the resident.

Invacare Reliant slings come in a wide array of styles to meet a variety of client needs. The classic line of Reliant slings feature a unique, fully padded or mesh fabric that forms a soft yet supportive surface. The soft, brushed lining helps prevent sliding for ultimate comfort and skin protection. For client and caregivers alike, Invacare Reliant slings are designed with comfort and safety in mind.

Warning! Before using the Patient Sling and Patient Lift, read and understand the Owner’s Manual for proper operation and safety procedures.